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What do volunteer participation and 
your org chart have in common? 

Nothing.

But, that doesn’t mean their paths don’t cross. Just like an actor and stagehand 
aren’t exactly cut from the same mold, the former isn’t immensely better if the latter 
is doing its job with aplomb. 

As a ministry leader, you might have felt the compulsion to create a hierarchy or 
visual representation of your team or staff so everybody knows their place. You 
thought it would provide a sense of belonging and understanding. A way to keep a 
handle on all the “structure” of your ministry. But does anyone really care? Worse 
than not caring, was there any place on your beloved org chart for volunteers - the 
people who most need to know where they belong in the lineup? Don’t answer that.  

The first problem with an org chart is that it tells the people who are on it what 
they already know, and it doesn’t tell the people who aren’t on it where their place 
is. So, what’s it to them if Bob’s position as youth leader is under Jen’s position as 
NextGen Coordinator, or some such business? It’s just names on a page. 

The bigger problem with org charts is that they don’t ask or answer the most 
important question in ministry: Why? Why is Bob’s position under Jen’s? Why does 
Jen’s role matter? Why… You get the idea. 

Finally, most org charts don’t have context. People don’t even understand them, so 
they disengage as quickly as they scrolled past it on your website. 

By now, you might be asking, so what’s the point? Why even write a guide about 
org charts? It’s not like they were talking about this at Catalyst Conference this year 
anyway. And yet here you are, reading this guide. Why? Because somewhere inside 
you, you know that people want to know where they belong so they can find their fit 
in the community. And despite its weaknesses, a sound org chart has the potential 
to help people understand how this Body works so they can jump in. 
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A well crafted org chart has the 
potential to connect people with 
a Body they can belong to by 
showing them what exists and 
where there’s room for more. 
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Most org charts are static. They show you who’s “out” by showing you only who’s 
“in.” If every spot is filled, then there is nowhere for me. 

Showing people that there is room for more on an org chart might be the hardest 
part of constructing one. By its very nature, an org chart is a diagram of what exists. 
It’s not like you can ask it to just make stuff up. After all, you can’t show a blueprint 
for a house and suggest there’s room for a second roof. But, what if you revealed the 
importance of the rooms under the roof and displayed how many and what type of 
people could fit in those rooms? And maybe even paint the picture of what life under 
that roof is like. Now I care that there is a roof, and I want to know it’s aptly suited 
for its job AND that it’s properly supported by the other building components. 

The same idea is true of the “house” of God. If you can show people why the 
structure of your teams matters and that the whole point of the static teams are to 
produce dynamic life in which everyone can participate, then you’d have a living, 
breathing document that leaders could use to paint a rich picture of Body life. 

An org chart can reveal so much more than people’s 
positions if it’s crafted well. 

If you can incorporate the next four concepts into your org chart, you’ll have 
one that defines who you are while allowing others to become part of the story, 
producing maximum buy-in. 

ROOM 
FOR 
MORE
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ORG 
VS. 
ORG
Your people need to know the difference between an organization and an organism. 
The Church is the latter. An organism moves, reacts, changes, adapts; all for a 
purpose. And that purpose is life. An organization is designed to keep dead things in 
their places. An organism is designed to give living things purpose. 

With that key difference in mind, you’ve got to ask yourself, what is the purpose of 
my organism? Better said: How should our church be structured to give life to our vision? 

A great way to structure your org chart to support the life and operations of your 
church is to organize your positions around your priorities instead of a hierarchy. 

• Decide the top priorities that support your vision. Limit them to about 3 or 4 things. 

• These are the top 3 or 4 things you need to do really well to be successful at 
accomplishing your mission so that your vision comes to pass. 

• If your vision is to see lives transformed and your mission (to reach that) is to 
reach people and make disciples, then your top priorities might be Outreach, 
Community Groups, and Spiritual Development. See the Appendix for ideas. 

• Determine what teams or positions best serve and support each priority.

• Organize teams and positions under the priority they serve.

• Put a leader (could be one of the teams under a priority) over each priority.

• Define the priority and what it looks like if they are successful in supporting it.

• How does that support the overall vision of the church?

• Further define each team and role under each priority, letting them know how they 
support and serve each priority.

• Train teams on how what they do plays into the bigger vision and supports the 
overarching priorities of the church. 

Here are the steps to work it out: 
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1. Leaders’ responsibilities are better defined, providing clarity that leads to efficiency.

2. Team members feel they are part of something bigger.

3. Team members are held accountable to the church’s vision, not their own.

4. Volunteers have a clear connection between their tasks and their purpose.

5. Church members can navigate who does what and why it matters.

Every church is different, and you might have requirements for a certain hierarchy 
based on your denomination. That’s fine. The point here is, let your operational 
organization be built on how you actually operate, not on how good it looks on 
a flowchart. People don’t understand flowcharts, but they understand what 
they experience. Create an org chart that matches up with the experience of 
life at your church. 

When you structure teams this way it has several benefits:
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This is the bad news. You might need two org charts. And you 
thought this guide would help simplify things for you… 

Sometimes making the complex appear 
simple is hard work. But it’s worth it. 

You might need to have an internal org chart that defines the 
hierarchy of duty and responsibility, who reports to whom, and who 
needs to do what tasks. That’s fine. Detail that out, talk to your team 
about it, and so on. This org chart doesn’t have to look great and should 
include a lot of detail of who does what. 

But what you really need, is a front-facing org chart for visitors, members, and 
volunteers. This is the one we just talked about in the previous section. It tells a 
story, defines an organism, and clues them into what life at your church looks like. 
And, most importantly, it shows them where they can fit in. 

Don’t be scared to have a detailed internal version to “do work” with, and then a 
prettier, front-facing version that tells a story. 

FRONT
FACING
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A great way to supplement your org chart is to define each team or role on it. Don’t 
just show where everyone fits, let people know why they fit there. This serves a dual 
purpose of re-casting your vision in micro-sized nuggets and reinforcing the way you 
have things set up. In the next section we’ll show you the keys to creating a Key that 
will help people understand the whole thing. But first, you need to know how to 
write the “why.” 

If you have kids, you know the most persistent question when people are new to 
things and growing is, “Why?” Why helps people figure things out. It gives them 
power to know what the powerful know. It puts them on a level playing field with 
others by asserting their right to decide if something is a good idea or not. It gives 
them a voice. 

When people ask why, answer them. Better yet, don’t 
wait until they ask. Anticipate the question and provide a 
proactive answer. This puts people at ease and helps them 
cruise through information at a more fluid pace. 

The best way (and place) to answer the why for almost your entire church is in the 
role descriptions for each person on each team. This provides the person a very 
clear reason for what they are doing, and it provides any onlookers with a very clear 
understanding of the importance of what’s happening and being done at the church. 

ANSWERING 
THE 
WHY
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Example: 
 
Normal Job Description- 
The Greeter is responsible for standing by the front door and 
greeting any new guests that come in with a friendly smile and a 
warm welcome. The Greeter is the first impression of the church 
and needs to know how to talk with new people. 

Job Description with the Why- 
The Greeter is responsible for greeting new guests with a 
friendly smile and a warm welcome so that new people will feel 
more comfortable, knowing that we love and care for them. This 
knowledge could help them welcome the news of the gospel 
and engage in community, leading to more fullness of life and 
transformation. 

Wow! If I’m a greeter, my job just went from an awkward 
hello to the front lines of evangelism. And if I’m a new 
person who got my hands on a church handbook or 
information flyer, I just realized that I’m valued in this place. 

You get the idea. Take the time to answer the “why,”
producing maximum buy-in. 
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This one’s easy. Take everything we discussed and create a one- or two-page 
companion piece to your org chart that defines the title, description, “why,” 
and contact information of each team or team leader. This will help new people 
understand who does what, who they are, and who they should reach out to if they 
need something. It’s basically a key (or legend) on a map, like at a mall. You see the 
map, now you need a little detail. This key provides some detail to support the visual 
of your org chart. Basically, it’s a list of your teams and roles but organized in the 
same format of your org chart. 

Finally, take some time on this one. Pray about it, sketch it 
out and leave it alone for a few days. Then come back to it. 
Let God speak to you through the process. Get some buy-in 
from others. 

Yes, you can change this whenever you need to. Yes, you should avoid changing it 
as much as possible because it provides the bedrock for your efforts. When people 
know how you’re made and how they fit, it unlocks amazing levels of buy-in. So 
make sure you take your time and do it right. We’re rooting for you! 

A KEY 
TO 
UNDERSTANDING
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APPENDIX: 
Front Facing Org Chart Example
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Throughout this guide, you have seen several ways that Realm helps churches reach new people and 
manage the life and operations of a church. We’re excited to share more about our revolutionary ministry 
tool, Realm.  

Realm provides solutions that will make your ministry and life way easier. It is cutting-edge church 
ministry software that combines administration, accounting, and community into one system. It also 
connects your entire church and personalizes each person’s involvement in your ministry. 

We’d encourage you to explore all that Realm makes possible by taking a demo, walking through a  self-
guided tour, or speaking with an associate today!

ACS Technologies has provided over four decades of services and software to churches of all sizes 
throughout the world. During that time we have calculated data, gained vital insight, and received 
thousands of first-hand testimonials on best practices and methods that most effectively help ministries.

Our years of service have allowed us to become the world’s largest providers of ministry solutions to 
churches of all sizes. It is our mission to furnish advice, examples, tips, and information to help you turn 
your ideas into real ministry impact.

Take a Self-
Guided Tour

Sign Up for Live 
Webinar

Call an 
Associate

Our Mission:
To help you have real ministry impact

acstechnologies.com/
products/realm/demo

acstechnologies.com/
products/realm/demo/tour

1-800-736-7425


